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[1] Recent studies of the equatorial ionosphere have found evidence of forcing by
atmospheric Ultra Fast Kelvin (UFK) waves. This study investigates the quasi-3-day UFK
wave and its effects on the variations of the ionosphere at low latitudes and midlatitudes
using coordinated observations of both the atmosphere and ionosphere during the January
2010 URSI World Day campaign. The global maps of TEC from the IGS ground-based
GPS product demonstrate a 3-day periodic variation during January 15–25. This variation
has the largest amplitude at 15� magnetic latitude and extends into lower latitudes.
Simultaneously, a 3-day wave is observed in the mesosphere in the zonal wind
measurements by a meteor radar at the magnetic equator. The latitudinal range of the TEC
variation (20�S–20�N) is also consistent with that of the 3-day wave. The Incoherent
Scatter Radar (ISR) observations show a 3-day signature in vertical ion drifts over
Jicamarca (11.9�S, 76�W) and in the electron densities in the top side of ionosphere
measured from Millstone Hill (42.6�N, 71.5�W). This signature is consistent with the
fountain effect in the equatorial region, and shows the impact on the topside ionosphere at
midlatitudes. The UFK wave is trapped within �30� geographic latitude, but this study
shows that the effects of the wave could reach the ionosphere at the higher latitude even as
high as 40�N (50�N magnetic latitude).
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1. Introduction

[2] The most dense plasma in the F-region ionosphere (at
200–600 km altitude) often exists in a two-banded structure
at 15�–20� latitude away from the magnetic equator [Namba
and Maeda, 1939; Appleton, 1946]. This two-banded struc-
ture is referred to as the equatorial ionospheric anomaly
(EIA). The EIA is produced by the process called the foun-
tain effect, in which the plasma is moved upward and pole-
ward by the dynamo electric fields driven by neutral winds
in the E-region (at 100–150 km altitude). Through the
effects of gravity and pressure gradients, the plasma is then
redistributed along the magnetic field line into the two bands
of the EIA on either side of the equator.

[3] The EIA has been observed to often include four
maxima with enhanced plasma densities in different longi-
tudinal regions around the planet [e.g., Sagawa et al., 2005;
Immel et al., 2006; Kil et al., 2007; Lin et al., 2007; Jin et al.,
2008; Scherliess et al., 2008; Wan et al., 2008]. This four-
peaked structure has been attributed to the forcing by non-
migrating tides originating in the lower atmosphere [e.g.,
Immel et al., 2006;Hagan et al., 2007; England, 2012]. Tides
can modify the dynamo electric fields in the E-region and
thereby extend their effects into the F-region ionosphere [e.g.
Heelis, 2004]. As demonstrated bymodel studies, the DE3 tide
(eastward propagating diurnal tide with zonal wave number 3)
can produce the four-peaked longitudinal structure in the ion-
osphere [e.g. Hagan et al., 2007; Jin et al., 2008].
[4] Further, studies have found that the longitudinal struc-

ture of the EIA is subjected to periodic temporal modulations
caused by atmospheric planetary waves [e.g. Chen, 1992;
Immel et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2010a, 2010b]. These modula-
tions correspond to the periods of planetary waves, and it is
believed that these variations are produced through the inter-
actions between the planetary waves and tides. It is generally
believed that most planetary waves cannot propagate directly
into the ionosphere [e.g. Laštovička, 2006]. However, by
modulating tides their signatures could be carried into the
E-region and subsequently into the ionosphere [Laštovička,
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2006; Pancheva et al., 2006, 2008; Pedatella and Forbes,
2009]. Model studies have suggested that the planetary
wave-tide interaction provides a means of communicating the
planetary wave signature across a wide range of altitudes and
latitudes [e.g. Liu et al., 2010c; Chang et al., 2010].
[5] Kelvin waves are one type of planetary wave that are

generated in the troposphere by latent heat release [Holton,
1973; Salby and Garcia, 1987]. These waves are trapped in
the equatorial region and propagate eastward with respect to the
background flow. The Ultra Fast Kelvin (UFK) wave has a
short period of 3–4 days and a vertical wavelength of 30–50 km
[e.g. Riggin et al., 1997; Liberman and Riggin, 1997; Forbes,
2000; Takahashi et al., 2009]. Because of these properties,
the wave can propagate upward into the mesosphere or even
higher into the thermosphere, reaching significant amplitudes
at these altitudes [e.g. Forbes, 2000; Sridharan et al., 2002;
Pancheva et al., 2004;Miyoshi and Fujiwara, 2006; Takahashi
et al., 2005, 2007; Forbes et al., 2009]. The UFK wave could
directly modify the E- or F- region dynamo, thus potentially
account for some of the day-to-day variability of the iono-
sphere. Indeed, studies have reported the presence of the 3-day
variation in the equatorial region extending from the strato-
sphere into the ionosphere [Takahashi et al., 2007]. Numerical
simulations have shownKelvin waves with realistic amplitudes
(20–40 m/s) in the lower thermosphere can drive 25–50%
perturbations in the total electron content [Chang et al., 2010].
These provide evidence that the UFK wave can drive the day-
to-day variation in the ionosphere.
[6] Recently, many studies have focused on studying the

ionospheric changes associated with Sudden Stratospheric
Warmings (SSWs) because SSWs are important for the
global circulation of the atmosphere. Large perturbations
have been observed for the F-region vertical plasma drifts
during even a minor SSW [Chau et al., 2009]. Enhanced
lunar tide activity has also been found to occur simulta-
neously with SSWs [Fejer et al., 2011]. Chau et al. [2012]
present a review of the current understanding of the low-
latitude response of the ionosphere to SSWs. Studying the
consequences of SSWs on the ionospheric variability has
become an intensively studied topic.
[7] The URSI World Day campaign in January 2010

coincides with a major SSW, and the campaign provides a
coordinated set of observations of the ionospheric properties
by the Incoherent Scatter Radar (ISR) at low latitude and
midlatitude. These observations are of particular interest for
studying the effects of SSWs on the ionosphere. They are
also valuable for characterizing the ionosphere-atmosphere
coupling in different latitudinal ranges.
[8] This study presents the UFK wave signature in the

ionospheric variations at low latitudes and midlatitudes. The
study uses the January 2010 URSI World Day campaign
observations in combination with the global Total Electron
Content (TEC) maps of the International GNNS Service (IGS)
(GNNS: Global Navigation Satellite System) ground-based
GPS product. A quasi-3-day (hereinafter referred to as 3-day)
periodic variation is observed in the TEC maps at magnetic
low latitudes during January 2010. Similarly, a 3-day UFK
wave is observed at the same time in the neutral wind mea-
surements at �90 km altitude by a meteor radar at the mag-
netic equator. A detailed study of the identification of this
wave is reported by England et al. [2012]. The month of
January 2010 coincides with the onset of the SSW, but this

wave occurs before the SSW and the 3-day wave often
occurs in January [e.g., Vincent, 1993; Yoshida et al., 1999;
Davis et al., 2011]. It is thus believed that this wave is not
related to the SSW.

2. The 3-Day Periodic Variation in TEC

[9] IGS routinely provides a global GPS product,
including the TEC maps at 2.5� � 5� latitude-longitude
grids and 2 hour UT intervals with good spatial and tem-
poral coverage. The TEC measurements made by the widely
distributed network of ground-based GPS receivers are
incorporated into the data product. Data gaps, such as those
over the oceans where the GPS occultations are not available,
are filled in through interpolations and data assimilation
techniques [e.g. Mannucci et al., 1998]. These products are
finally validated against the TOPEX TEC data. The IGS TEC
maps have been recognized and extensively used for study-
ing the properties and variations of the ionosphere [e.g. Wan
et al., 2008; Hernández-Pajares et al., 2009].
[10] The global IGS TEC maps are used in the present

study to identify the day-to-day variations in the ionosphere.
Because the UFK waves are trapped in the equatorial region,
their effects on the ionosphere are expected to be seen at low
latitudes near 15�–20�.
[11] Figure 1 presents the TEC maps on two successive

days in January 2010 at 16 hour LT in the daytime hour. For
this local time, sequences of the maps at various UT hours are
selected and combined together. The figure shows that the
distribution of TEC is asymmetric with respect to the mag-
netic equator, having the larger TEC value on the south side
of the equator than on the north side. The largest TEC values
are located at 10�–20�S magnetic latitude. This asymmetry,
as expected for January, is a result of the offset of the mag-
netic equator, the subsolar point, and also the F-region
meridional winds [Thuillier et al., 2002].
[12] Figure 1 also shows the differences of the TEC maps

from one day to another, suggesting a day-to-day change.
They can be used to identify the periodic temporal variations
on the periods of days. A continuous series of TEC maps
from December 1, 2009 to Feb 28, 2010 are used to search
for these variations during January 2010. The IGS TEC
maps are interpolated at 1 hour UT intervals, and then they
are selected for a given same local time. The data are also
binned by magnetic latitude so the latitudinal variations are
separated.
[13] Figure 2a gives the time series of the TEC values

throughout January 1–31, 2010 at 20�S magnetic latitude.
The TEC values are the largest in the southern hemisphere
during the month of January, and so is the variation. This
latitude is chosen and shown as an example. A wavelet
transformation is applied to the series to determine its peri-
odic signature. Figure 2b gives the corresponding wavelet
spectrum, showing periods from 2 to 6 days. A strong 3-day
signature is seen in the spectrum, and the variation occurs
around days 15–27. This signature is statistically significant
at the 95% confidence level.
[14] The 3-day signature is shown again in the period-

ogram of the global TEC data in Figure 3 for the selected
days of January 15–27 when the 3-day signature is strongest.
The magnetic latitudes extending from 40�S to 40�N are
shown. The periodogram analysis is performed separately at
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each latitude. The figure shows that the 3-day variation is
observed between �20� latitude. The variation is also
observed at the higher latitude of 40�S but the amplitude is
smaller. The signature is the strongest at 15�N and 15�S, but
almost disappears at the magnetic equator. At the equator, a
2-day variation is observed but this signature is much weaker.

3. Internal and External Drivers
of the 3-Day Variation

[15] The presence of the 3-day variation is observed in the
day-to-day changes of TEC during January 2010. Drivers of
this variation are investigated in this section. These include
the internal forcing by atmospheric waves and the external
drivers due to solar and geomagnetic activities. The meso-
spheric neutral wind observations are analyzed along with
the f10.7 cm solar flux, the Kp index, and the International
Reference Ionosphere (IRI) model output.
[16] The allSky InterferometerMETeor (SKiYMET) radar at

Thumba (8.5�N, 77�E), India has been regularly operated since
2004. This radar measures the neutral winds at 80–100 km
altitude (at �3 km bins) in the mesosphere and lower thermo-
sphere. Throughout the month of January 2010, the radar was
operated continuously and produced a time series of the
hourly wind measurements. Thumba is located at the mag-
netic equator, so these data allow for the identification of the
equatorial planetary waves, in particular the short period 3-day
UFK wave. A detailed study of this wave in January 2010 has
been presented by England et al. [2012].
[17] Figure 4 shows the 3-day component of the zonal wind

measurement at 90 km altitude by the Thumba SKiYMET
radar. The 3-day variation is the largest on days 16–23. This
coincides with the occurrence of the 3-day variation of TEC
(as shown in Figure 2). For a direct comparison, the 3-day

Figure 1. IGS TEC maps for the fixed LT of 16 hour for
(a) January 18, 2010 and (b) January 19, 2010. The conti-
nents are outlined by the black lines on the plot. The over-
lapped white lines mark the magnetic equator and 20�S
magnetic latitude. The TEC values presented are in TECU
unit (1 TECU = 1016 electrons m�2).

Figure 2. (a) Series of the IGS TEC values at 20�S magnetic latitude throughout January 1–31, 2010.
(b) Wavelet spectrum of Figure 2a. The overlapped contour line gives the 95% confidence level of the
wavelet spectrum. The dashed lines mark the 2.5-day and the 4-day period.
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component of the TEC variation is shown together in Figure 4.
The figure shows that the largest amplitude of the TEC vari-
ation occurs around days 17–24, being later than the 3-day
wave in wind by about one day. This shows a close corre-
spondence between the ionospheric variation and the 3-day
wave in the atmosphere during January 2010. The TEC vari-
ation shown in the figure is for 20�Smagnetic latitude, and it is
most sensitive to the TEC values in the South American region
(see Figure 1). The wind values are for Thumba, India
(approximately 180� longitude away). Figure 4 shows that
when the wind associated with the 3-day wave is westward/
eastward over India/South America the TEC values over
South America increase. The 3-day components of the ISR
measurements are also included in the figure for electron

densities measured at 330 km altitude over Millstone Hill
(42.6�N, 71.5�W) and vertical ion velocities measured at
240 km altitude over Jicamarca (11.9�S, 76�W). The 3-day
signature is present in the ISR measurements of these
ionospheric properties at certain altitudes and its presence
corresponds to the 3-day wave as well. The ionospheric
response to this wave will be discussed in more detail in
section 4.
[18] Figure 5 gives the daily f10.7 cm solar flux and the

3 hour Kp index on January 1–31, 2010. The solar flux is
between 70 and 90 sfu and there is no sharp change of the
value throughout this month. The Kp index is mostly at
values of 0–2 except on January 20 the value is as great as 4.
This value persists for only a few hours and quickly drops

Figure 3. Lomb-scargle periodogram of the IGS TEC values for the selected time interval of January 15–
27, 2010 at various magnetic latitudes. The dashed line marks the 20�S magnetic latitude that corresponds
to Figures 2 and 4.

Figure 4. Normalized values of the 3-day component (normalized to the maximum value) in the zonal wind
measurements by the Thumba SKiYMET radar at 90 km altitude (black line) and the IGS TEC (red line) at
20�S magnetic latitude throughout January 1–31, 2010. The 3-day components of the ISR measurements
are included for electron density (Ne) at 330 km altitude over Millstone Hill (42.6�N, 71.5�W) (green line)
and vertical ion velocity (Vo) at 240 km altitude over Jicamarca (11.9�S, 76�W) (blue line) during January
18–30, 2010.
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to 2 the next day. The figure shows that the month of January
2010 is at the solar- and geomagnetically quiet conditions.
Further, wavelet analysis of the solar wind speed observations
and the solar irradiance observations (plots are not shown)
does not show any coherent 3-day periodic variation that is
correspondent to the TEC variation. The observed 3-day
variation in TEC in January 2010 is mostly not driven by
solar and magnetospheric drivers.
[19] The IRI model is a widely used standard for the

specification of ionospheric parameters [e.g. Bilitza, 2001].
The IRI model can also be used to examine the possible

drivers of the ionospheric variations. The output of the model
are analyzed to establish whether any known external driver
could produce the 3-day variation in TEC. Figure 6a shows
the series of the modeled TEC values by IRI for 16 hour LT
throughout January 1–31, 2010. These values are for the
same LT and latitude as the IGS TEC observations presented
in Figure 2. The IRI model predicts the large change of TEC
associated with the diurnal cycle and the model also predicts
a coherent increase of the value from January 20 to 31 which
could be a seasonal change or possibly relates to Kp. How-
ever, the model result does not show any 3-day signature as

Figure 5. (a) Daily f10.7 cm radio fluxes for January 1–31, 2010. (b) The 3-hour Kp index for January
1–31, 2010.

Figure 6. (a) Calculated TEC values by the IRI-2007 for 20�S magnetic latitude and 16 hour LT
throughout January 1–31, 2010. (b) Wavelet spectrum of Figure 6a.
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seen in the observations in the IGS TEC. The forcing of the
IRI model has not included any atmospheric wave. No
credible solar or magnetic source produces the 3-day varia-
tion, while a 3-day wave is observed simultaneously in the
atmosphere. The wave occurs at the same time as the 3-day
TEC variation, and they have the similar latitudinal coverage.
These show that the observed 3-day variation in TECmust be
the result of the forcing by the 3-day wave.

4. Ionospheric Response to the 3-Day Wave
as Seen by ISRs

[20] The URSI World Day campaign in January 2010
provided a coordinated set of observations of ISRs at differ-
ent latitudes. During this campaign, the ISR at Jicamarca
(11.9�S, 76�W) was operated continuously throughout
January 18–February 4, and the Millstone Hill (42.6�N,
71.5�W) ISR was operated for January 18–30. The IGS
TEC maps do not have the altitude information of the ion-
osphere because the GPS observations are height integrated
quantities. On the contrary, the ISRs measure the iono-
sphere at different altitudes and their observations provide
the altitude profiles of properties such as vertical ion drifts
and electron densities. Here, these data are used to study the
response of the ionosphere to the 3-day wave at low latitude
and midlatitude.
[21] Figures 7a and 7b give the periodograms of the ISR

observations in the altitude range of 200–600 km by Millston
Hill for electron densities (Ne) and the Jicamarca radar for
vertical ion drift velocities (Vo), respectively. Series of the
radar observations at the same time interval of January 18–30
are used for the periodogram analysis for both radar sites. This
time interval does not perfectly overlap with the 3-day

variation of TEC (see Figure 2), but it includes all available
ISR data. The figures present the strong 3-day signature in Ne

between 300 and 500 km altitude over Millstone Hill (the
signature is above the 95% confidence level). The signature is
also seen in Vo throughout 200–400 km altitude at Jicamarca
(it is not within the 95% confidence level which could be due
to the large variance of Vo [e.g. Alken, 2009]). The 3-day
signature is seen at different altitudes, and this provides a
different measure of the confidence in the signature. Corre-
spondingly, the amplitude of this 3-day variation is shown in
Figures 8a and 8b for various altitudes. The occurrence of this
variation in the ISRmeasurements has been shown in Figure 4.
The presence of the 3-day signature is observed in these
ionospheric observations by both radars at low latitudes and
midlatitudes. As discussed in section 3, this signature is likely
the result of the forcing by the atmospheric driver. The sig-
nature is observed at low latitudes and midlatitudes, showing a
consistent response to the wave.
[22] The 3-day variation is observed at Millstone Hill at

altitudes limited to 300–500 km (Figure 7a). The observa-
tions of TEC for the same location (the same latitude as
Millstone Hill) do not include the 3-day variation (see
Figure 3). To understand this difference, the altitude profiles
of electron densities (Ne) observed by the Millstone Hill ISR
are shown. Figure 7c gives the averaged profile at 16 hour
LT throughout the operation interval of the radar during
January 2010. The figure indicates that the peak height of
the F2 layer is at �220 km altitude. The electron density
drops quickly above the peak, having the value of only half
of the peak density at the altitude of 300 km. The 3-day
variation is seen at the altitudes much higher than the peak
height. It is therefore reasonable the 3-day variation is not
observed in the TEC data.

Figure 7. Lomb-scargle normalized periodogram of the ISR measurements for January 18–30, 2010 for
(a) electron density Ne at Millstone Hill and (b) vertical ion velocity Vo at Jicamarca. The black curve
overlapped denotes the 95% confidence level. (c) Averaged Ne profile observed by the Millstone Hill
ISR at 16 hour LT throughout January 18–30, 2010. The profile shows that the peak of the F2 layer is
at �220 km altitude.
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[23] The 3-day signature is not observed by the ISR at
Millstone Hill in the vertical ion drift measurements (plot is not
included). It is neither seen in the electron density observations
at lower altitudes below the peak of the F2 layer (shown in
Figure 7a). In fact, the 3-day variation is only observed in the
top side of ionosphere at this location. The 3-day wave is
trapped within�30� latitude [England et al., 2012]. The 3-day
signature observed at Millstone Hill could be from the lower
latitude produced there by the 3-day wave through the electro
dynamo action.

[24] Figure 9 illustrates conceptually how the 3-day wave
signature is produced in the top side of ionosphere atMillstone
Hill (as shown in Figure 7a). At lower latitudes, the 3-day
wave modifies the E-region electric fields. The modulation of
the electric field is immediately transmitted along the magnetic
field line into the F-region. The resultant E � B drifts lift the
plasma into higher altitude and higher latitude. Through the
same process, the 3-day wave can also produce the signature as
observed at Jicamarca (shown in Figure 7b). The E � B drifts
produce the upward movement of the plasma at the magnetic

Figure 8. Amplititude of the 3-day variation observed during January 18–30, 2010 for (a) electron den-
sity Ne the Millstone Hill ISR and (b) vertical ion velocity drift the Jicamarca ISR. The 3-day variation of
electron density is normalized to the mean value.

Figure 9. A cartoon describes how the 3-day wave signature is produced at Millstone Hill (marked as
MLH on the plot). The process for producing this signature includes three steps. 1: The 3-day wave modi-
fies the E-region electric fields at lower latitudes (the latitude limit the UFK wave can approach is
marked), producing the 3-day modulation on the fields. 2: The modulation is transmitted into the F-region
along the magnetic field line. 3: The resultant E � B drifts move the plasma into higher altitude and higher
latitude, transmitting the 3-day signature into this region. 4: The plasma resides at midlatitude in the upper
part of the F-region, showing the signature as seen in Figure 7a for Millstone Hill. The 3-day signature is
also seen in the E � B drifts at Jicamarca (JRO) as shown in Figure 7b.
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equator, so the 3-day signature is observed in the vertical ion
drifts measurements. Following this, the plasma moves along
the field line under the force of gravity and pressure gra-
dients, and finally arrives at Millstone Hill in the top part of
the F-region. As the vertical motion is at lower latitudes, the
3-day variation is not seen in the E � B drifts at Millstone
Hill.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

[25] This study uses both atmosphere and ionosphere
observations of multiple instruments as well as the model
simulations by the IRI, focused on the case of January 2010.
As this month coincides with a SSW, the URSI World Day
campaign provides a coordinated set of observations of the
ionosphere by ISRs at low latitudes and midlatitudes. The
campaign data, in combination with the IGS global TEC
maps and the neutral wind measurements by a meteor radar at
the dip equator, are used to study the 3-day periodic variation
observed in the ionosphere. External and internal drivers of
the variations are investigated. The correspondence between
the 3-day variation and the 3-day wave in the atmosphere is
shown. The study finally reports the effects of the 3-day wave
on the day-to-day variations of the ionosphere at low latitudes
and midlatitudes as a function of altitude.
[26] The study finds a case of the electrodynamic coupling

between the atmosphere and ionosphere during January 2010.
During this month, the 3-day periodic variation is observed in
the GPS TEC observations and the ISR observations at low
latitudes and midlatitudes. The month is at solar- and geo-
magnetically quiet conditions, and the IRI model simulations
do not indicate any 3-day signature due to external forcing. The
observed ionospheric variation could be related to the 3-day
wave in the atmosphere.
[27] The UFK 3-day wave originates in the lower atmo-

sphere, and it can propagate upward into themesosphere or the
lower thermosphere [e.gForbes, 2000;Miyoshi and Fujiwara,
2006; Takahashi et al., 2007]. For January 2010, a 3-day wave
is identified in the mesosphere. Detailed information on this
wave has been given by England et al. [2012]. This 3-day
wave can modify the E-region dynamo via either direct or
indirect ways. Through these modulations, the wave signature
can be transmitted into the E-region and subsequently into the
F-region ionosphere.
[28] The study finds the 3-day wave signature in the top side

of ionosphere at midlatitude. This signature is seen in the
electron density observations at higher altitudes above the
peak of the F2 layer, but it is not seen in the vertical ion drift
observations. These demonstrate that the 3-day wave signature
is not produced locally. In fact, the signature could be from the
lower latitude transmitted through modulations of the iono-
spheric dynamo at lower latitudes. This 3-day wave is trapped
within�30� latitude in the atmosphere [England et al., 2012],
but this study shows that the wave effects could reach the
higher latitude as high as 40�N (50�N magnetic latitude).
[29] The UFKwave signature has been found in ionospheric

properties such as the maximum frequency of the F2 layer and
the minimum virtual height [e.g. Takahashi et al., 2007]. This
study identifies the wave signature in the IGS GPS global TEC
maps. These maps have an uniform and complete temporal
and spatial coverage, so they are ideal for study the day-to-day
variations and the planetary wave signatures in the ionosphere.

The 3-day variation is also identified in the study in vertical
drifts observations at Jicamarca and electron densities obser-
vations at Millstone Hill by the ISRs. These present the global
impact of the 3-day wave on the ionospheric day-to-day var-
iations at low latitudes and midlatitudes.
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